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Abstract

Swimming pool heating that is both efficient and ecological has become increasingly important to the development of new technologies and initiatives to protect the environment. This article, therefore, outlines previous research on the subject, acquired primarily from secondary sources and filtered based on criteria such as relevance, credibility, consistency, and applicability. Our goal is to provide an overview of the current literature and point out less-developed areas where research could be expanded. The results of the various studies suggest a widespread disagreement over calculating evaporation and make clear the need to generate integrative models that standardize this calculation.
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Resumen

La climatización de piscinas de manera eficiente y ecológica aumenta en relevancia con el pasar del tiempo, debido al desarrollo de nuevas tecnologías e iniciativas de protección al medio ambiente. Por estas razones, este artículo describe investigaciones desarrolladas sobre el tema, adquiridas principalmente de fuentes secundarias y filtradas sobre criterios de selección sobre su relevancia, credibilidad, coherencia y aplicabilidad, para establecer un panorama sobre el estado del arte actual y sugerir la profundización de la investigación sobre las áreas que presenten menor desarrollo. Los resultados de los diferentes estudios sugieren una inconformidad generalizada sobre el cálculo de la evaporación y la necesidad por generar modelos integradores que estandaricen su cálculo.
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1. Introduction

Although many countries enjoy climate conditions favorable to extensive swimming throughout the year, the vast majority of the world has only a few months per year to enjoy the recreational activity without the use of a heating system. In response to this problem, people often install roofs and combustion heating systems to procure comfortable temperatures in climates that would not naturally allow for swimming. This is achieved at the expense of two major items: the pool owner’s budget and the environment.

In order to extend swimming seasons in countries with colder months and at the same time safeguard the financial interests of the owners, increasingly efficient systems have been developed. They integrate mechanisms that obtain energy through unconventional methods and thermoregulation techniques that reduce heat loss from the pool.

These methods are in accordance with the current global trend of environmental conservation and reduced fossil fuel consumption. Such research not only generates knowledge but also revises already-existing knowledge. This review article provides a glimpse of the current literature on
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relevant pool heating research. It also includes an analysis of the most conclusive results in order to direct future research and correct possible failures.

The efficiency of a swimming pool heating system is a factor that allows the user to have an idea of the proportion of the energy utilized. Consequently, performance becomes an indicator of quality, and, therefore, a valid criterion for selecting a swimming pool. From the point of view of saving energy, heating the pool using renewable resources represents an interesting engineering challenge and is a target for constant research and investment of resources in the development of new technologies.

Research on the matter can be divided into three large groups, based on their contribution. First, improvements, if the research suggests adaptations to existing systems. Second, modeling, if they offer new analytical models that facilitate and/or better describe all relevant phenomena regarding the calculation and design of swimming pool heating systems. Third, verification, if they study and verify such models. Furthermore, the research can be categorized based on the object of study; namely, outdoor pools, indoor pools, or joint research (both indoor and outdoor).

2. Analysis methodology and data collection

The following questions were considered in our analysis: what studies have been carried out on pool heating? What gaps in knowledge currently exist? What are the research trends regarding pool heating? Subsequently, we searched the literature on tdr, proquest, ebscohost, ieee, jstor, redalyc and science direct. The searches were conducted using the following descriptors and their combinations: swimming pool heating, solar heating, hybrid systems, design, comparison, performance, energy savings, and analysis.

From the search results, we pre-selected 155 records using the following search criteria. A) relevance and usefulness of the title for the subject. B) credibility of the results of the study, according to the methodology used to obtain them. C) coherence and consistency of the summary. D) applicability of the results, and e) review objectives. Locating and obtaining the full text of these sources was done using the same databases, particularly science direct.

Now with the full-text sources in hand, a final selection was done by critically reading the 155 records and applying criteria of credibility, accuracy and relevance on the results. This process gave, as a result, the 68 academic studies that are analyzed in this paper. The selected papers primarily pertain to mathematical modeling, simulations, experiments and measurements on pool heating systems.

3. Swimming pool heating systems

3.1. Improvements

3.1.1. Indoor swimming pools

The study of heat pumps to dehumidify indoor pools has been a recurrent subject of research. Sun p. et al. Developed a model to define the indoor pool heating system, based on energy balance. They also modeled the heat pump dehumidifier, disregarding the heat exchange between the refrigerant pipes and its environment, and the frost formation in the air-to-air heat exchanger in the winter. The model assumes one single temperature of condensation [1].

Chow et al. Researched the efficiency of a solar-assisted heat pump, through numerical simulation in trynsys [2]. Lazzarin r. Performed a thermodynamic and financial comparison of a compression heat pump, an absorption pump, a motor drive pump with heat recovery, and a combined system. The latter proved to be the most efficient [3]. Meanwhile Johansson l. And l. Westerlund studied the mechanical heat pump and the open absorption system. The results demonstrated that the conventional ventilation technique requires more outside air. They also concluded that the energy demand increased with relatively higher humidity and that for lower air temperatures heat recovery systems are more useful [4].

Lazzarin r. And g. Longo presented an open cycle absorption system for chemical dehumidification. Comparisons were established between several systems. The results showed that simple ventilation needs 40% more power than a heat recovery system, while an electric heat pump and the internal combustion engine heat pump require 13%, 26%, and 31% more power. The use of a chemical dehumidifier reduces the potential exhaust gas losses, but it also reduces the sensible heat recovered by the air-to-air heat exchanger, which reduces its efficiency [5].

Tagliafico et al. Analyzed the potential use of hydraulic solar-assisted heat pumps (wsahp) for swimming pools, including data from all italian municipalities. They generated an equation for estimating energy savings. The system is capable of guaranteeing an annual pes (primary energy saving index) of over 35%, in all locations analyzed. This is up to a maximum pes nearing 50% in towns with mild climates [6].

J. Noguera evaluates different heating alternatives for a municipal semi-olympic covered swimming pool for public use. Various technical-economic scenarios are proposed, starting from a combined system comprised of a geothermal installation, a solar installation, and a natural gas boiler for covering peak energy demand. The air conditioning was calculated using a simplified method – conducting heat
through the walls of the building using the one-dimensional heat conduction equation for each wall and evaporating water using the bernier equation for indoor pools. Various configuration possibilities are offered for heating with solar panels. For systems supported by a natural gas boiler, and for systems supported by a geothermal heat pump, either independently or mixed with a condensing boiler or an air-to-water heat pump. As for the support system, the study considers the implementation of either electric heating or of a condensing natural gas boiler, pellet boiler, biomass boiler, and waste boiler [7].

Trianti-stourn et al. Identified the technical, functional, and administrative obstacles for saving energy in sports centers. Meanwhile, they proposed practical and profitable solutions for improving energy efficiency and thermal and visual comfort in indoor pools throughout the year. The results of the simulations of various actions applied to pools have in common the fact that the use of natural gas as a heating fuel results in the biggest cost savings [8].

Ribeiro e. Et al. Presented a variety of approaches for controlling a heating system, along with the rue measurement to cover the pool at night and to reduce consumption during peak hours. Resulting in a reduction of the energy consumption and improvement of the eei (energy efficiency index). The use of an hvac system (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) controlled at 80% of wet-bulb temperature, improves the eei by seven kgce/m²/year. Additionally, using an insulating cover increased the difference by 2.7 eei and reduced the rue impact by 11% [9].

Solar collector performance is evaluated in research by dang A. These collectors were to be installed in a school in northern india to heat a swimming pool, replete backup boiler. The results are obtained only via mathematical modeling, and support the use of collectors with a cover for pools [10].

3.1.2. Outdoor pools

Chan w. W. And lam j. C. Evaluated the thermal performance, energy savings, indirect emissions and economic feasibility of using heat pumps for outdoor hotel pools in subtropical climates [11]. The feasibility of using heat pumps for heating systems in south africa, calculating the cost of the lifecycle of a heating system with a heat pump, and comparing it to the expense of the lifecycle of a solar heating system, was studied by greyvenstein g. P. And meyer jp.

They calculated the average monthly losses of an exterior pool and performed correlations – the results were positive for almost all the cases studied [12].

Czarnecki j.t. suggest an efficient method for using solar energy for heating, principally with pool covers [13]. Cusido j.a. and puigdomenech j. Evaluate the performance of a low-cost solar heating system for outdoor pools [14]. Cunio l.n. and sproul a.b. investigate the theoretical and experimental performance of solar collectors for pool heating without glazing and at low flow rates. They observed that performance is not heavily penalized until the flow drops below 50 l/min. Therefore, efficiency for 60 l/min is about 15% of that obtained for 140 l/min [15].

In alkhamis a. I. And sherif s. A, a solar heating system with single-glass flat-plate collectors was compared with a solar heating/cooling system [16]. In croy r., the operational performance of four solar-heated swimming pools in germany were analyzed [17].

Verkannah s. Proposes strategies for saving energy and reducing greenhouse gasses, selecting a sequence of heating for a pool based on usage time and other relevant parameters [18]. Similarly, yuca r. C. Analyzes and measures the equipment necessary for heating an outdoor swimming pool in puno, peru, and the production of its shw (sanitary hot water) [19].

Szeic g. And mcmagonle r.c. developed a model to simulate the changing flows of a pool during the summer swimming season in toronto. They noted that for the use of a removable night cover, an opaque cover is the most effective. Implementing vinyl walls in the pool was also considered to take advantage of direct solar radiation, but the results proved ineffective for achieving comfort. Furthermore, their simulations on the use of solar collectors demonstrated that an increase in water temperature could be maximized if a transparent cover were used at night [20].

3.1.3. Mixed pools

Šťastný et al. Studied the feasibility of using residual hot air from the engine room of a water park to get heat through a heat pump [21]. Gayo a. Carried out an energy audit of the semi-covered heated pool at the "josé caballero" sports center in alcobendas, madrid, spain. The project was divided into four parts. As a savings measure, the study considered replacing the pool’s current heater, installing a thermal blanket, combining the thermal blanket with the heater, and installing solar panels for shw production.

The use of the heater with the thermal blanket suggested greater savings than the sum of the savings of each of the measures separately, due to the hot night air being reused [22]. Facão j. And oliveira a.c. analyzed a solar/gas hybrid system of micro-power generation and heating for a swimming pool complex and office space [23].
3.2. Modelling

3.2.1. Indoor pools

Brambley m. R. And wells s. E. Presented a detailed methodology for the estimation of energy needs in the pool heating process and the swimming space, aiming to save energy by adopting energy conservation strategies [24]. Tiwari g. N. And sharma s. B. Developed an analytical expression for the efficiency of a heating system made up of collectors, a pump, and a heat exchanger [25].

Asdrubali f. Calculated the flow of evaporation of water in indoor pools using experimental research under various temperature, relative humidity, and air speed conditions. By controlling these variables, the rates of water evaporation, obtained with the mathematical model suggested in this paper, were compared against those of hansen matisen, smith, and shah. Hansen matisen’s model proved to be of the greatest concordance. Since these values have experimental validity, asdrubali promotes their use over smith’s method; even though the coefficient k evaluated in the equation for calculating the rate of evaporation has an error of approximately 10% representing 7% of the total heat lost [26].

Lu t. Et al. Have an approach for artificial neural networks that can predict the rate of water evaporation without information about the occupants, tested on a five-pool indoor hall in finland. They used two neural networks for the study of evaporation. Neural network a worked only with the rate of water evaporation as an input while neural network b used both the rate of water evaporation and time as its variables. Both have a modifier – called ‘exchange rate’ – for the rate of water evaporation (roe) and include, in a simplified way, possible changes in the mass of evaporation at different times. Predictions were made one and two steps ahead; the step-by-step prediction presented the smaller error. As for the error obtained by both networks, b turned out to be the most accurate of the two.

For the differences between predictions made both during and outside of operation, they performed comparisons on neural network b at different times of the day. The predictions that were one- and two-steps in advance were determined to have an average absolute error, out of operation, of 0.8978 and 1.378 respectively. Meanwhile, the same figures during the operation were found to be 2.58 and 3.9 [27].

Mančić m.v. et al. Presented a mathematical model to determine the energy demands of an indoor pool. They use the multi-zone structure trnsys model and consider the hvac of the pool room together with the shw. To calculate the water evaporation rate, they used a general mathematical representation, using correlations on dalton’s equation as a starting point, to calculate the evaporation rate. The constants in the equation were chosen based on the comparison between the results of evaporation rates in unoccupied pools, using different correlations, against the measurements from a scale model of an asdrubali indoor swimming pool. A constant temperature per swimmer was assumed, and a simplified version of auer’s equation was used to relate the maximum swimming pool area that a swimmer can occupy with the number of occupants and a load factor f. The latter was determined using trnsys type 14 for daily and monthly changes [28].

Albarracin e. M. Et al. Put forward formulas for applying calculations and ensuring both comfort and health in a semi-olympic swimming pool. To determine the rate of evaporation of water as a function of the number of swimmers, they used bernier’s formula for evaporation flux, varying the number of visitors and keeping the number of spectators at 70. From the results, it is evident that dehumidification by the heat pump is, in this case, better for the introduction of outside air because it has better control and efficiency [29].

Singh m. Et al. Did a transient analysis on a pool connected to a group of solar collectors in active mode. They took into account the following considerations. I) no stratification was produced in the pool water and the evaporation took place only when the pool was in use. II) the heat losses through connecting pipes were negligible. III) the collector panel was disengaged during hours of no sun. IV) the pool was covered with a removable insulating cover when not in use. V) the losses in bottom heat were assumed steady. Most of these assumptions adversely affected the accuracy of the generated model and should be resolved in the future [30].

Delgado j.p. developed a dynamic simulation system to evaluate the thermal behavior of the pool basin of a heated pool. The simulation program trnsys was used as a basis. The method has been validated by comparing the obtained results with data recorded in real pools. The following standards were used as guidelines to determine variables relevant to pools and the environment around it. Nide (spanish acronym for regulations for recreation and sports installations), rite (spanish acronym for regulations for recreational and sports installations), cte (spanish acronym for technical building code) and the rules on sanitary conditions in the region of murcia.

Delgado’s model considered the activity of swimmers in the pools and was verified against four public swimming pools with registered and/or estimated annual consumption and with the same characteristics as those analyzed by the model. Excluding the contribution of the boilers, the calculation of the thermal energy and thermal stratification of the body of water must be solved in future research [31].
Dong y. et al. Seek to simplify plc water temperature control for a heating system controlled by software. They present a fuzzy algorithm combined with the smith predictor compensator to control pool temperature and thereby solve delays and inertia problems in the pool, saving computing power. The simulation results are analyzed, and the smith fuzzy controller is implemented on the plc, attaining real control effects [32].

3.2.2. Outdoor pools

Govaer d. And Zarmi y. Developed an analytical thermal model for open and closed swimming pool, studying annual values [33]. Muñoz n. Proposed the design of a pool heating system made up of a solar collector and a storage tank. He compared their efficiency against conventional systems. Losses in the reservoir and the walls of the pool were assumed to be negligible, and the overall coefficient of loss was calculated using the ashae criteria. Stationary conditions were assumed for all parameters involved in each of the parts of the system: pool, accumulator tank, collector, and tubing to study the energy behavior of the collector [34].

Moreover, Santos et al. Propose a hybrid structure that integrates a thermodynamic model for pools and artificial neural networks (ANNs). ANNs receive climate information about the regions where the pool is installed. The variation of the city’s ambient temperature was determined analytically and compared with meteorological values measured by “tutiempo, 2011” for the same day and location, showing that the ambient temperature values were calculated with a maximum variation of 2°C. For validation, three processes were taken into account.

The first considered daily data collected throughout every month for each of the 25 cities that were considered in training. The second considered three new cities that were not present in the training set, comparing real values and those calculated by the neural network. And the third consisted in the evaluation of the capability of generalization of the neural networks for data corresponding to regional microclimates that were not inserted in the training set. Additionally, two simulations with changes in the pool volume conducted, without water replenishment, to represent human activity. This was done to evaluate the level of activity of the swimmers and the frequency in which they entered and exited the pool [34].

Del rio rico s. Presents the process of designing a pool heating system, along with a comsol simulation of the degree of homogenization of the temperature throughout the volume of water. Possible improvements in the infrastructure of the pool were also suggested. The flow and power of centrifugal pump of the filtration system were measured experimentally. The evolution of the power system was plotted with and without a thermal blanket. The energy demand of the pool was observed to reduce on average by 31% with the use of the blanket.

The comsol simulation is inadequately validated since it did not take swimmers into account, whereas the experimental measures taken did. Although a subject of study was taken for analysis in the investigation, the goal was not to improve any specific existing system [35].

Ahmad i. And Khan n.a. analyze the gains and losses in outdoor pools using local weather data for their calculations, using transparent plastic sheet covers [36].

Govind and MS sodha presented an analysis of heat transfer processes in the solar heating of a pool under two analytical models, one for outdoor and one for a pool with a pvc cover. The theoretical and experimental time variation of solar intensity and ambient temperature, in Victoria, Australia, show a close correlation with an average error of less than 0.1°C. In the case of the outdoor pool, the error is no greater than 0.2°C [37].

Zsembinszki g. et al simulate the thermal behavior of water in the presence and absence of a PCM (phase-change material) storage system and study the effects on PCM comfort conditions. Two methods of PCM use for heating are presented; the first using the heat in the side walls and bottom of the pool, and the second using an external heat exchanger with PCM. The results showed the difference between temperature values of the registered and simulated pool at less than 0.2°C, and a deviation of 0.009.

Implementing a PCM storage system in an outdoor pool can cause an increase in water temperature of up to 2°C, even for a limited number of days, and occurs during periods of adverse weather conditions such as low sunlight, low air temperatures, or high wind speed.

On the contrary, when the weather is good and the pool water is warm enough to reach a comfortable level, PCMs have the effect of reducing its temperature by absorbing excess heat [38].

Similarly, Nouanegue h.f. et al propose a numerical model for pools with an energy balance that considers the volume of makeup water from the pool and the number of swimmers per day. As for the validation of the model, its purpose is to define the value of the correlation coefficient for evaporation (a, b) and the coefficient of the relation between evaporation and heat loss by convection (cv), simulated using the trnsys tool and taking a and b from different correlations in various literature, and cv from Bowen’s research [39]. In this research, optimal parameters a, b, and cv were noted to have
Luminosu i. And de sabata a. Study the feasibility of an outdoor pool with showers, solar heaters, and classic heaters in the region of timişoara, romania. The authors propose an algorithm to determine the energy gains and losses of the pool, and evaluate, initially, the efficiency of a solar-heated outdoor swimming pool [41].

Haaf w. Et al develops and validates a model for outdoor pools with a minimum surface and depth of 100 m and 0.5 m, respectively. The results showed that, overall, the model has an acceptable behavior within the range of 21 to 26°C, with a maximum error of 1°C, and is no longer useful for temperatures above 28°C [42].

Wooley j. Et al describe and validate a previously developed model, using meteorological data to accurately predict the temperature of a swimming pool, with a maximum error of 1.1°C. To validate these calculations, they performed an experiment on a residential outdoor pool. Swimmers were not allowed to enter, no replenishment water was added, and the filter pump was set to run continuously at a constant flow rate.

The mean squared error of the prediction of pool temperature was estimated in comparison with the measured values of 0.4°C, with the biggest discrepancy of only 1.1°C. It should be noted that the methodology for describing the shading of the pool every hour is the only variable that is not derived from other published work nor directly measured with instrumentation. There are also no "correction factors" used to calibrate it. The results show that the model is very accurate [43].

Additionally, sharma s. Calculated heat loss from a pool at the national institute of technology rourkela by conducting a study on evaporation losses using matlab. To calculate evaporation losses, the antoine equation deriving from the clausius-clapeyron relation was used. It was observed that for a constant humidity, evaporation losses increase together with the increase in ambient temperature [44].

Rakopoulus c. D. And vazeos e. Introduced a theoretical model for various energy fluxes in an outdoor solar heated pool (covered and uncovered) to calculate the transfer of turbulent flows of heat energy and mass. To calculate the direct and diffuse solar radiation gained in the pool basin, the orgill and hollands iterative method was used. For convection losses, the forced convection coefficient was calculated using the von karman universal speed profile for turbulent atmospheric air flowing parallel to the surface.

In order to solve the difficulty of some integrations, they used approximate models. They also used corrections on some equations, obtained experimentally in other investigations. The evaporation loss was calculated by drawing an analogy between heat transfer and mass transfer. This was done by replacing the prandtl number with the schmidt number and using the properties of air for an average temperature of 15°C. The use of a night cover was modeled and the comparison between the calculated heat loss and the experimentally measured heat loss showed disparities throughout the day, being reduced towards the end of the day [45].

3.2.3. Mixed pools

Govaer d. Employs the usability method to calculate the total usable energy from a solar-assisted system to heat a swimming pool for a monthly and annual period [46]. Yadav y. P. And tiwari g.n. performed a transient analytical study of an indoor and an outdoor swimming pool, both equipped with solar panels and exposed to severe cold weather. They considered a system both with and without a heat exchanger [47].

As for the verification of the model, the behavior of the pool was simulated for four days and compared with numerical calculations found in francey et al. [48]. They observed that for an indoor pool with removable insulation, the results mimicked those of francey et al. – there is a reduction in heat loss at night. Furthermore, the simulations show that the system with collectors is that which manages to achieve higher temperatures. They also demonstrated that, with each passing day, the peak daily temperature increases, yet it in a lower fraction than the previous day, until it stabilizes. Comparatively, the francey et al. Experiment, shows similar behavior but is normalized earlier.

Borge d. Et al. Present an exergy efficiency analysis of buildings with thermal solar systems for the production of sanitary hot water (shw) and heating and cooling support. Analysis of heating and cooling on the coefficients of exergetic efficiency suggests that solar cooling systems should be considered for places with low cooling demands [49].

Duomarco j. L. And magnou m. P. Generate and verify analytical models for calculating the solar heating system for open and closed swimming pools. The study was divided into seven stages, all performed on the same pool to determine the best way to make use, year-round, pools of similar size. On the criterion of the collector area, five methods are offered to estimate the right amount of collection.

The results demonstrated that implementing a hybrid diesel-solar system proved to be both efficient and economic, if a cover is used [50]. Also, fahmy f. H. Et al. Simulates the
estimated energy requirement for a semi-covered swimming pool in the winter for a hotel in the city of Hurghada [51].

3.3. Verification

3.3.1. Indoor pools

Shah m. M. Introduces two new correlations for predicting evaporation in occupied indoor pools: an analytical and an empirical, based on data obtained in carrier [52], biasin and krumme [53], heimann and rink, doering [54], and smith et al. [55]. The new empirical correlation gave the best result with an average deviation of 16.2% and most data within ±20% while the phenomenological correlation had an average deviation of 26.3%. The carrier correlation gave an average deviation of 36.9%, but its performance for large numbers of occupation was satisfactory. The biasin and krumme and smith et al. Correlations were erratic. Despite smith et al.’s correlation being found to be in agreement with their data, this was not the case against the results of others [56].

3.3.2. Outdoor pools

Ruiz e. And martinez p.j. mathematically model the thermic behavior of an outdoor pool and validate the results via experimental measurements, also evaluating the effect of solar system field size through the trnsys. The simulations demonstrated the deviation of the evaporation rate from the models of smith et al, ashræa [57], richter [58], iso tc 180 [59], rohwer [60], mcmillan [61] of 0.354, 1.33, 0.036, 0.108, 0.782, and 0.149, respectively. We can conclude that the equation with the least deviation is richter’s while that with the most deviation is ashræa’s. Taking the corrected equations from ashræa and mcmillan, a comparison was made with the values measured experimentally. The evaporation rate deviation in ashræa x 0.5 was 0.008 lower than richter while the deviation of mcmillan’s equation x 1.78 delivered results similar to its original version [62].

Almanza r. And lara j. Put forward a methodology for calculating the energy requirements for heating a pool, obtaining the natural water temperature by the “regular falsi” method [63]. Smith c.c. et al seek to solve the disparity between the theoretical and experimental values and the evaporation rate of water from a swimming pool, presenting mathematical arrangements. The measurements, for an indoor pool, proved to be 36% lower than those obtained using ashræa’s equation [64].

Harrington c. Y modera m. Refine a previously developed model, validating it this time with an in-use pool. They deliver results about the hourly temperature of the pool according to local hourly meteorological conditions and external heat flows. For validation, the pacnet (pool air conditioner model evaluation tool) software confirmed an excellent thermal performance, displaying a mean quadratic error of 0.6°C with a maximum deviation of 1.6°C, and for its linear regression a coefficient of determination of 0.993 [65].

Hahne and kubler generate and validate a model that describes the behavior of outdoor pools, with support from a trnsys 13.1 subroutine. They took correlations of evaporation loss from different literature and included them in the model. To validate the model, they studied the average variance between the measured and simulated temperatures.

They concluded that for pools with lower air speed, rowher was better, whereas for the opposite case richter was better. Indeed, they found that one of the pools had an average air speed 4.2 times greater than the other, establishing the importance of wind speed on the calculation of losses from evaporation and the lack of an integrative model for high and low air speeds.

Moreover, for the rowher equation they employed trnsys parameter identification routine to find the best constants and correct the simulated model. They found greater accordance, sacrificing the logic behind the effective absorption of sun energy since in the rowher equation it is 0.9 and in the trnsys subroutine 0.56. With the original rowher equation, a standard variance of 0.51 k was obtained. Moreover, after correcting the absorption with trnsys, it became 0.35, from which the model can be concluded not to possess good transferability to other cases [66].

3.3.3. Mixed

Smith c. C. Et al. Presented an experiment to determine the rates of evaporation in swimming pools under four distinct conditions. The study was motivated by the inconsistency in the ashræa evaporation loss equation. Four evaporation measuring programs were performed on indoor and outdoor pools. The values of the ashræa evaporation equation were compared to values obtained with the corrected equation suggested in the study, obtained by mathematical modeling and verified via experiment.

Two methods were used to determine the rate of evaporation. The first was to measure the change in water level during an extended period, without mechanical inclusion or expulsion of water, whereas the second was to determine heat losses by evaporation using a balance of energy. The results suggest that the average Ashrae equation values for evaporation from covered pools are 26% greater than the values measured, while, for unoccupied covered pools, they are 74% of the value measured experimentally.
They found that the water dragged with swimmers every time they exit and enter the pool, as well as the wind velocity in places where winds are changeable, make calculations of loss evaporation difficult. The results also show that indoor and outdoor pools without water movement, under similar control conditions, have similar evaporation rates [67].

4. Conclusions

There is a lack of a standard method for calculating losses in a pool, especially in terms of quantifying evaporation losses. Research should be conducted dedicated to generating models that calculate heat loss due to evaporation, with the aim of generating a standard model capable of delivering values closer to reality. The models should strive, above all, to solve evaporation losses in occupied outdoor and indoor pools, because on this matter researchers have not reached a consensus.

We suggest the creation of an experimentally corrected analytical model, measured in pools of different sizes and with different numbers of occupation, under low and high use margins (for the few or many waves produced by swimmers), and for various climate parameters.

The heat pump has been observed to be, in general, an efficient and economical option. Of particular note is the auxiliary heat generation by an air-to-water heat pump for low external air temperatures. Except for cases in which no financial investment whatsoever is desired, a hybrid system on a dedicated system is recommended.

Moreover, considering an auxiliary air-to-water heat generation pump as a first alternative is especially recommended. This mechanism allows the efficient delivery of heat with low cost and low difficulty of implementation, as long as environmental temperatures are low enough for heat recovery to be a viable alternative.

The use of a night cover represents considerable savings in consumption, although its contribution to savings is not restricted to night use only. All heated pools where the reduction of costs of heating is desired should have a cover to reduce evaporation losses.

Unfortunately, there is no well-defined standard of implementation for the material and its morphological characteristics, which is why further research is suggested. Although the cover is used at night, using the cover during hours of inactivity is recommended to reduce heat loss.
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